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'Investigative Leads'
fights terrorism
Investigative Leads provides law enforcement
officials all over the world with crucial
evaluative intelligence on terrorist activities.

Investigative Leads investigators played a key
role in cracking the Aldo Moro murder case

The late Josip Broz Tilo

which helped shape the crackdown against
terrorists in Italy. More recently. IL played an
active role in preventing outbreaks of terrorist

High summitry at
Tito funeral

violence in Greensboro. North Carolina and Sea
brook. New Hampshire.

Investigative Leads is a unique. twice-monthly
intelligence report published by Executive

The funeral of Yugoslavia's President Josip Broz
Tito, who died May 4 at the age of 87, is expected
to serve as the occasion for a round of impromptu
summitry including East-West talks. The impor

Intelligence Review to provide a continuous flow

of dependable intelligence on breaking situations
in the fields of terrorism. drugs and organized
crime.

tance of these consultations grew when the Soviet
Union announced on May 6 that President Leonid
Brezhnev would head the Russian delegation.
Because Brezhnev is coming, there will be top
level contacts between the Soviets and Western
Europe well before the trip of West German Chan
cellor Helmut Schmidt to Moscow, which is slated
for next month. They come at a time when the

Italy's Aldo Moro. as

U.S.S.R. is seeking diplomatic venues for renewed

photographed by Red

peace initiatives in the climate of shock that envel

Brigades murderers.

oped Europe after the abortive American raid into
Iran.
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In addition to Schmidt and Brezhnev, world
leaders gathering in Yugoslavia for Tito's funeral
include Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Brit
ain and India's Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. Vice
President

Walter

Mondale
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represent

the
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United States and Chinese Party Chairman Hua
Guo-Feng has already arrived from Peking.
It is probable that Schmidt will also confer with
the East German leader, Erich Honecker, whose
meeting with the West German Chancellor has
been delayed repeatedly due to the international
crisis. Schmidt has come in for criticism from with
in NATO and sotto voce from Washington for
restarting diplomatic contact with Moscow. But he
has received the full support of Austrian Chancel
lor Bruno Kreisky, who said in Bonn this week that
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Schmidt might be able to solve the present East
West "deadlock."
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